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The 2cnt (2 Column, No Tables) theme is now available for download!

Version: 0.01
Platform: Xoops 2.x
Weight: 10.2KB
Browsers Tested: IE 6.0 / Mozilla 1.7.2 / Firefox 0.9.3 / Netscape 7.1
Min. Resolution: 800x600dpi
License: Unrestricted 

Special Features:
Theme files contain 0 Tables - All CSS Layout
2 column Layout with Header
No images
Right column joined with Left column

Description: This is a very clean, fast, and professional looking theme that is well suited for
businesses and non-profit organizations. The colors are muted and very easy on the eyes.

Preview:

Notes: This theme has only been tested with a default install of Xoops; therefore, I cannot
guarantee compatibility with all modules. You may have to modify the code of 3rd-party modules
so they won't break the theme. Due to the Smarty Template system's use of tables, this will not
make your site 100% table-less.

TODO: Add custom Smarty template set to further enhance layout.

Links:
.zip archive
.tar.gz archive

If you have any problems with this theme, that are not related to 3rd-party modules, please
reply to this message or send me a PM throught the Xoops PM system.

Thank You,
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http://s89862630.onlinehome.us/mwa/downloads/2cnt.zip
http://s89862630.onlinehome.us/mwa/downloads/2cnt.tar.gz
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